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https://resume.chadidi.dev

Biking

Hiking

Cooking

Traveling

INTERESTS

French (Limited)

English (Professional)

Arabic (Native)

LANGUAGE

Others

DevOps AWS GITCode Review

DevOps

Unit Testing

Asana Jira

DockerCI/CD

JavaScript

VueJS/NuxtJS

HTML/CSS/SASS/LESS

Frontend

C# / Python

search (ElasticSearch/Algolia)

non-SQL DB (ElasticCache/Redis)

SQL DB (MySQL/PostgreSQL/Aurora/RDS)

PHP/Laravel

Backend

SKILLS & TOOLS

Lead Developer

Jan 2018 - Feb 2019

Ocular VR 
!

My experience at OcularVR involved developing apps for VR/AR platforms, as well as their 
APIs and control panels.

Successfully deliverd an Augmented Reality project to IKEA Russia and STG Maroc.

Successfully deliverd a Virtual Reality project to STG Telecom.

Achievements:

Technologies used:

PHP (Laravel/Lumen) C# Unity3D Engine Unreal Engine VueJS/Bootstrap

Software Developer

Mar 2019 - Feb 2020

Rwaq.org 
"

I worked here as part of a team that created a SaaS educational platform used by 
companies to educate their employees.

Susccessfully created a multi-tenant architecture and setuped Unit tests for it as well.

In this project, one of the major challenges was creating a VOD system that converts 

each new video uploaded to a variety of streaming qualities.

Achievements:

Technologies used:

AWS (Elemental MediaConvert / S3 / Lambda) VueJS Tailwind CSSMySQLPHP (Laravel)

mid-Senior Software Developer

Feb 2020 - May 2023

Airbit.com 
#

My experience working with this company was very positive, as it had a good mission and 
culture.
The constant flow of new and challenging ideas led me to expand my knowledge and drive 
to learn.
Additionally, I was responsible for handling bugs and requests, which would require me to 
communicate with support to come up with development requirements.

Technologies used:

PHP (Laravel)

AWS

GraphQL SQL (MySQL/PostgresSQL databases)

GetStream/Recombee and many other services to track and to make the UX better.

Docker / Ansible / Vagrant

Senior Software Developer

May 2023 - Auguest 2023

Proxify 
$

As a Backend Engineer at Proxify, I took the role to enhancing the performance and 
functionality of our internal dashboards while collaborating closely with our internal team. 
With a focus on resolving bugs and optimizing system performance, my contributions 
significantly improved the overall efficiency of our systems.

Within a month of joining Proxify, I received recognition in Istanbul for my commitment 

to continuous improvement and pushing boundaries, being nominated in the "Never 

Satisfied with the Status Quo" category.

Achievements:

WORK EXPERIENCE

I am a self-taught Full-Stack developer with over 6 years of experience building scalable and efficient web applications. I view every new 
experience as an opportunity to learn, and I find learning to be the most enjoyable part of my day-to-day work. On a daily basis, I work with 
PHP/Laravel and SQL/non-SQL databases, and I also have experience working with multiple technologies, including frontend/iOS/Android/
AR/VR dev. I understand the importance of placing focus on the end goal: delivering a beautiful, functional product to the user/client. When 
I'm not behind a computer screen, I'm eating out with friends, going on hikes, or on road trips.
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